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About Us
BeanBags was founded in 2002 by owner, Mike Graham. He has been working within
the hospitality industry since 1992 and has gained a vast amount of experience and
knowledge over this time.
Initially he supplied coffee to a handful of local coffee shops in Oxford but rapidly
expanded and now regularly supplies over 400 public houses, restaurants and catering
companies across Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire and Berkshire.

All our beans are ethically sourced and we work closely with our roasters to ensure
our coffees are produced and packed in an environmentally responsible way. We have
decisive trading beliefs and, as a result of close collaboration with our suppliers, ensure
positive social impact.
Our range has been carefully developed to offer our customers an unrivalled choice of
top quality coffees in a variety of formats. Choose from single origin beans selected for
their unique flavour - a result of their individual terroir - and blends that bring together
the best properties of different origins from around the world.

Owner Mike on a coffee farm in Brazil.

Based in Worminghall, the BeanBags head office houses a team of highly professional
individuals with excellent product knowledge. BeanBags prides itself on its impressive
customer service record.
In recent years the company has adopted an easy ordering system with quick response
times and usually next day delivery. In a nutshell – BeanBags goes the extra mile to
ensure high customer satisfaction is maintained at all times!

Supporting Local Charities
BeanBags are proud supporters of our local charity Thomley.
Staff at Thomley provide play, leisure, relationship and life skill
opportunities for disabled children, young people and adults.
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We also work closely with our roasters to ensure we are able to offer our customers a
wide range of coffee flavours to suit every palate. Although excellence is at the forefront
of our coffee innovation, through negotiation we are still able to offer very competitive
prices.

Room 71
BeanBags would like to warmly invite you to visit
our showroom at our Worminghall Headquarters.
All customers and potential customers are
welcome to visit, view our full range, sample the
products and see the very latest coffee machine
technology.
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Our Coffees

Roast:

Roast: A lighter roast will taste delicate, sweet and fruity. A darker roast is more bold with likely
smoky, bittersweet and chocolaty hints; and is less caffeinated than its counterpart.
Body: The body is how the coffee feels in the mouth, it's sense of richness and heaviness on the
tongue. A coffee with a full body will have a buttery or even syrupy quality.

Roast:
Triple B

Body:

A blend of beans possessing a rich and earthy body, combined with a fruity sweetness.
Peanut and dark berry flavours, it has a persistent finish.

6 x 1kg

70% Brazilian, 30% Vietnamese

A richly roasted Arabica bean creates this deeply flavoured coffee, consisting of
caramel and chocolate sweet notes, followed by a satisfying syrupy finish.

BEANBAGS’ FAVOURITE
		

6 x 1kg

100% Rwandan

A single estate AA quality Arabica. Beautifully clean-tasting and smooth,
with full-bodied hints of vanilla. Produces an intense and flavoursome
espresso.

6 x 1kg

20% Brazilian, 20% Central American, 20% Indian, 40% Indonesian

			6 x 1kg

30% Brazilian, 20% Rwandan, 30% Honduran, 20% Vietnamese

Davinci

AA Rwandan

Bomocaf Bruna

Black Label 		

Body:

6 x 1kg

60% Brazilian, 40% Vietnamese

A blend using full bodied Brazilian Arabica beans. It has warm and sweet flavours
and a complex aroma, together with good body and delightful chocolate and nutty
notes. It is well balanced and can be enjoyed at any time of day.

A blend using a mixture of full bodied beans. It has a warm and pleasant
body with a deep chocolaty aftertaste and a hint of spice.

BEST SELLER
El Sol 			

An intense blend of beans from Colombia and Kenya, medium-roasted
and sweet tasting. A traditional blend perfect for lattes and cappuccinos.

Fairtrade Organic Java

A Fairtrade certified and Organic Java bean that is bold in character and
full of rounded, earthy flavours. The spicy and smoky notes in the finish are
mixed with a fruity acidity and an unusual liquorice twist.

A traditional mix of the finest coffees from three continents. Rich in taste, with a
strong noticeable chocolate aftertaste.

6 x 1kg

100% Colombian

These beans have sweet fruity notes with chocolate and caramel. Combined with a
bright acidity and clean finish, it offers a soft, balanced and smooth aftertaste.
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6 x 1kg

70% Java, 30% Vietnamese

6 x 1kg

30% Honduran, 30% Vietnamese, 20% Rwandan, 20% Brazilian

Colombian Supremo

6 x 1kg

100% Java

Java Creme
Mahogany 			

6 x 1kg

60% Colombian, 40% Kenyan

A full-bodied and aromatic bean from Java, it has a medium-high acidity
and a clean taste, with sweet and spicy notes.

Rio Carnival			

6 x 1kg

70% Brazilian, 30% Vietnamese

A Brazilian coffee, dry and bready, with a nutty aftertaste. A medium acidity
coffee that creates a strong crema for a deep visual impact. Perfect as an
espresso or latte.
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Roast:

Body:

Espresso Grind

Guatemalan Huehuetenango [way-way-ten-ango]

6 x 1kg

100% Guatemalan

Grown at high altitude and in extreme remoteness, this Guatemalan bean
from the Huehuetenango region produces exceptional coffees with distinct
acidity and pleasant fruity notes.

Finca El Portezuelo El Salvador

6 x 1kg

100% El Salvadoran

Grown at an altitude of 1100 - 1400m under the shade of Inga Trees, these
full-bodied sun-dried beans deliver a nippy acidity and rich flavour.

Roast:

Body:

Fairtrade Brazilian		

6 x 1kg

A Fairtrade certified Brazilian bean that is nutty and sweet, combining malty
notes and great body. Lovely levels of chocolate and caramel are characteristic
of this strong, aromatic bean.

6 x 1kg

100% Papua New Guinea

A Fairtrade certified and Organic bean from Papua New Guinea that has
sweet, berry marmalade fruitiness with a ‘zap’ of dill, surrounded by notes of
buttered toast. It works particularly well as an espresso, especially for those
who like a little smokiness.
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A blend possessing a rich and earthy body, combined with a fruity sweetness.
Medium roasted to highlight the peanut and dark berry flavours, it has a
persistent finish.

Decaffeinated Espresso Ground

1 x 1kg

100% Colombian

Hailing from Huila, Southern Colombia; sugar cane and spring water are
used to remove 97% of the coffee’s caffeine. It has a smooth body with hints
of caramel, tangerine and apple.

Decaffeinated Espresso Pods		

1 x 150

100% Brazilian.

A dry coffee with a bready flavour, perfectly finished with a nutty after taste.
A great evening drink.

Filter Coffee

CUSTOMER FAVOURITE

Decaffeinated

24 x 250g

30% Brazilian, 20% Rwandan, 30% Honduran, 20% Vietnamese

Espresso Coffee Pods

100% Brazilian

Fairtrade Organic Papua New Guinea

BeanBags Espresso Grind

1 x 1kg

For our regular filter coffee customers we can provide a filter machine on free loan.

Colombian
Fairtrade Colombian
Arabica
Dutch Roast
Viennese

Roast 1, Body 1
Roast 1, Body 1
Roast 3, Body 1
Roast 3, Body 2
Roast 3, Body 4

100% Brazilian.

Cafetière Coffee

A Brazilian Arabica bean with rich walnut and dark cocoa notes with a creamy
mouth feel and soft acidity, perfect as a bed time drink. Dark roasted to
develop the fruity sweetness of the coffee. The caffeine gets extracted using
a special water steaming process.

Fairtrade Colombian Cafetière Ground
Costa Rica Cafetière Sachets
Colombian Decaffeinated Cafetière Sachets

50 x 60g
50 x 60g
70 x 60g
70 x 60g
50 x 42g

12 x 500g
100 x 15g
100 x 15g
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Working with only the finest Organic and Fairtrade
farmers, blenders and producers from all over the
world, ETS produce this special range of teas.
The teas are made in the heart of Sri Lanka, relying
upon age-old traditions that, for centuries, have
been producing the best teas in the world.

Fairtrade English Breakfast
1 x 100 Tagged Tea Bags £5.50

Individually wrapped and tagged tea bags.

Fairtrade Organic English Breakfast
Fairtrade Organic English Breakfast

1 x 20
£1.85
1 x 1100 £25.00

Pure Ceylon black tea.

Fairtrade Organic Earl Grey		

1 x 20

£1.85

Fairtrade Organic Green Tea			1 x 20

£1.85

With tantalising aromas of fresh bergamot.

Refreshing and cleansing.

Fairtrade Organic Peppermint

Storm teas are different from other teas. With their unique silky
mesh tea bags house hold high quality loose leaf tea, that isn’t
‘dusty’. Each bag creates an infusion like no other.

Organic Estate
Breakfast Tea

Organic North African
Peppermint Tea

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

Organic Earl Grey Tea
Harrington Estate

Organic Greenfields
Estate Green Tea

£1.85

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 20

£1.85

Organic Sri Lankan
Lemongrass & Ginger

Organic Hibiscus with
Rosehip, Apple & Strawberry

1 x 20

£1.85

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 20

£1.85

Organic Whole
Camomile Blossoms

Organic Caffeine Free
Rooibos Indian Chai

£1.85

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 50 Silky Pyramids £9.65

1 x 20

£1.85

Fairtrade Organic Rooibos 			1 x 20

£1.85

Sweet and refreshing.

Pure, caffeine free Rooibos.

Organic Lemongrass, Ginger & Citrus Fruits 1 x 20
Zesty high notes of lemongrass and citrus.

Organic Camomile
Elegant and light with soothing aromas.

Organic Super Berries 		
Sweet strawberries, plump blueberries & raspberries.

Organic Decaffeinated Breakfast Tea

Organic White Tea, Blueberry & Elderflower 1 x 20
Mild, refreshing and antioxidant rich.
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Masala Chai

1 x 1kg

£26.95

1 x 1kg

£33.00

Aromatic with warming spices.
A wide selection of outstanding quality teas in a variety of exciting
flavours and blends. Available as loose leaves in 1kg bags.

Assam Nudwa

1 x 1kg

£33.90

Productive and pleasant, a full Assam.

Camomile

2 x 500g £42.25

An elegant, floral and naturally sweet infusion.

China Jasmine Green

1 x 1kg

£27.75

1 x 1kg

£40.40

1 x 1kg

£25.05

1 x 1kg

£29.25

1 x 1kg

£24.90

1 x 1kg

£26.50

1 x 1kg

£29.50

Jasmine-scented green tea.

Decaffeinated Ceylon Breakfast
Great depth of flavour in a decaf.

English Breakfast
Refreshing and authentic.

Fairtrade First Flush Darjeeling
Fine, fresh and flowery with a pale infusion.

Gunpowder
A Chinese green tea, brisk in flavour.

Hibiscus
A tart, cranberry-like flavour.

Lapsang Souchong

Full-bodied, bold with a distinctively smoky flavour.

Lemongrass & Ginger

1 x 1kg

Zesty and yet beautifully smooth and balanced.
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Oolong

Peach sweetness and delicate floral jasmine notes.

Orange Pekoe

1 x 1kg

£26.25

Delicate with hints of sweetness and grassy notes on the finish.

Organic Chun Mee Green

1 x 1kg

£23.10

1 x 1kg

£32.50

Palate cleansing and refreshing.

Organic Earl Grey

Flavoured with oil of bergamot, quintessentially English.

Organic Mao Feng

1 x 1kg

£38.20

1 x 1kg

£24.65

Savoury and sweet, a refreshing green tea.

Organic Pure Rooibos

Naturally caffeine-free ‘Red Bush’ from South Africa.

Peppermint

2 x 500g £35.55

Invigorating menthol tea.

Sencha

1 x 1kg

£37.40

Grassy and sweet, a delicate yellowish green liquor.

Smoky Russian Caravan

1 x 1kg

£24.75

Aromatic with a sweet, malty and smoky taste.

Tulsi Herb

1 x 1kg

£30.50

Helps the mind and body de-stress.

£31.00
Biodegradable Tea Pockets

1 x 1000

£30.00 + vat
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The superfood of teas. A good natural source of
antioxidants, promotes focused alertness and
supports weight loss. This great tasting blend
of finely ground green tea with a hint of vanilla,
dissolves in water. Can be served hot or cold.

Zuma Fairtrade Dark Hot Chocolate Tub 33% cocoa
Zuma Original Hot Chocolate Tub 25% cocoa
Zuma White Hot Chocolate Tub

1 x 2kg
1 x 2kg
1 x 2kg

£23.85
£17.60
£22.70

Zuma Spiced Chai Latte Tub
Zuma Vanilla Chai Latte Tub

1 x 1kg
1 x 1kg

£12.30
£12.30

Zuma Chocolate Sprinkle Shaker

1 x 300g

£5.25

Canderel Granular Sweetener Sticks

Zuma Mocha Frappé
Zuma Cookies & Cream Frappé
Zuma Sticky Toffee Frappé

1 x 2kg
1 x 2kg
1 x 2kg

£25.10
£23.60
£25.00

Rough Cut Silver Spoon White Sugar Cubes
8 x 750g
Rough Cut Billington’s Demerara Sugar Cubes 8 x 750g

Kyo Matcha Latte Gourmet Tea 1 x 1kg £29.25

Sugar
Fairtrade White Sugar Sticks
Fairtrade Brown Sugar Sticks

1 x 1000
1 x 1000

£10.25
£10.45
1 x 1000

£21.20
£21.00
£21.50

Soluble Items
Sweetbird Caffe Frappé
Sweetbird Vanilla Bean Frappé

1 x 2kg
1 x 2kg

£25.35
£25.00

Italian Hot Chocolate
Italian Dark Chocolate Drink approx 120 cups per case

Toppings			
Mini Marshmallows
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12 x 150g

£23.60

3 x 1kg

£32.50

Kenco Really Smooth Freeze Dried Coffee
Kenco Really Rich Freeze Dried Coffee

10 x 300g
10 x 300g

£91.55
£91.55

Epicurean Hot Chocolate Mix

10 x 1kg

£60.20

Milfresh Gold Whitener

10 x 500g

£46.50

Epicurean Cappuccino Topping

10 x 750g

£64.60

Colombian Freeze Dried Coffee Sachets

1 x 250

£10.50
15
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Strawberry Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Toasted Marshmallow Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Toffee Crunch Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Triple Sec Bitter Orange Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Vanilla Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Sugar Free Caramel Syrup

1 ltr

£9.95

Sugar Free Hazelnut Syrup

1 ltr

£9.95

Sugar Free Vanilla Syrup

1 ltr

£9.95

Almond Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Amaretto Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Banana Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Caramel Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Chai Syrup (Winter Spice)

1 ltr

£10.35

Cherry Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Chocolate Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Syrup Pump		

£2.75 + vat

Cinnamon Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

1883 Maison Routin Black Board

£18.00 + vat

Coconut Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

1883 Maison Routin 6 Bottle Stand

£13.50 + vat

Gingerbread Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Grenadine Syrup (Mixed Berry)

1 ltr

£10.35

Hazelnut Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Irish Cream Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Mango Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Mint Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Fabbri Caramel Syrup

1 ltr

£9.85

Peach Iced Tea Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Fabbri Gingerbread Syrup

1 ltr

£9.85

Pumpkin Spice Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Fabbri Hazelnut Syrup

1 ltr

£9.85

Raspberry Syrup

1 ltr

£10.35

Fabbri Vanilla Syrup

1 ltr

£9.85

(No syrups included)
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All Folkington’s drinks are 100%
natural and made from wonderfully
pure juices (not from concentrate).

Founders of One Water donate 100% of their
profits from all water sales to help fund
clean water supply projects in developing
countries.
The water is entirely sourced from Love One
Spring in Powys, Wales, and with nothing else
added: apart from the bubbles. Naturally
pure, great tasting and a more ethical choice.

Plastic Bottles

Glass Bottles

		
Still
24 x 500ml £8.00 + vat
Sparkling 24 x 500ml £8.55 + vat

Still
Sparkling
Still
Sparkling

24 x 330ml
24 x 330ml
12 x 750ml
12 x 750ml

They
are
also
free
from
unnecessary artificial additives.

Apple

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

Cranberry

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

Mango		

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

Orange		

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

Pear

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

Pink Lemonade

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

Summer Berries

12 x 250ml (glass)

£10.15 + vat

The Belvoir Fruit Farms range of presses
are made to traditional recipes on the
farm in Lincolnshire. Fresh ingredients
are infused, pressed and cooked before
blending with local spring water.

£12.75 + vat
£12.75 + vat
£9.70 + vat
£9.70 + vat

They contain no artificial
colours or preservatives.
Fairtrade certified fruit juices with no artificial
flavours, additives or preservatives.
Apple
Orange
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12 x 500ml
12 x 500ml

£8.65 + vat
£8.65 + vat

Elderflower Sparkling Pressé 12x250ml (glass) £9.00 + vat
Organic Ginger Beer

12x250ml (glass) £9.00 + vat

Organic Lemonade

12x250ml (glass) £9.35 + vat

Raspberry Lemonade

12x250ml (glass) £9.55 + vat
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Darling Spuds are a young, British-born
brand of hand cooked potato crisps.
With the potato skins kept on, fried in
pure sunflower oil and using only natural
seasonings, Darling Spuds are without a
doubt a healthier option.

Crushed Natural Sea Salt			
30 x 40g
Fire Roasted Jalapeno Peppers		
30 x 40g
Sea Salt & Italian Balsamic Vinegar
30 x 40g
Spicy Chorizo & Red Pepper
30 x 40g
Sun Ripened Tomato, Olive & Oregano
30 x 40g
West Country Cheddar, Leek & Pink Peppercorns 30 x 40g

£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat

From the same manufacturer as
Darling Spuds, Salty Dog crisps
are made from potatoes of the
highest pedigree, hand-cooked in
sunflower oil for that extra bite and
seasoned with feisty flavours.

Flame Grilled Steak
Ham & Wholegrain Mustard
Sea Salt
		
Sea Salt & Malt Vinegar
Strong Cheddar & Onion
Sweet Chilli

Brought to you by our much loved Salty Dog
and Darling Spuds creators, these premium
Gruntled Pork Cracklings are double cooked
to create a lighter and crispier snack. Produced
in Britain, these are gluten free, high in protein
and with no MSG.

Cornish Sea Salt		
Habanero Chilli		

20 x 40g
20 x 40g

£12.40
£12.40

Hanging strips available on request.
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30 x 40g
30 x 40g
30 x 40g
30 x 40g
30 x 40g
30 x 40g

£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat
£13.20 + vat

These naturally nutty nuts really
compliment the range of Salty Dog
crisps. They are packed with flavour
and come ready on hang cards.

Honey Roasted
Dry Roasted
Salted 		

12 x 45g
24 x 45g
24 x 45g

£5.35 + vat
£8.75 + vat
£8.25 + vat
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Deliciously tasty fruit bars with all-natural ingredients.
High in fruit & fibre. No added sugar (contains only the sugar
naturally occurring in the fruit). Wheat free, dairy free and a
source of protein.
Apricot, Chia & Pumpkin Seed
Banana, Chia & Multi Seed
Blueberry & Chia Seed		
Cacao, Coconut & Chia Seed
Red Berries & Quinoa

16 x 45g
16 x 45g
16 x 45g
16 x 45g
16 x 45g

Coffee Biscuits

£9.80 + vat
£9.80 + vat
£9.80 + vat
£9.80 + vat
£9.80 + vat

Blendtec EZ600

		

£505.00 + vat

High performance for low volume - up to 60 blends
per day with three pre-programmed cycles. 1560
watt motor. 2 jugs and lids.

Blendtec Chef 775

£650.00 + vat

Value in compact size - up to 100
blends per day with three preprogrammed cycles. 1775 watt motor.
2 jugs and lids.		

Cantuccini Almond Biscuits
12 x 300g
Vermeiren Fairtrade Caramelized
Speculoo Biscuits
1 x 225
22

£12.70

£32.80

Blendtec Connoisseur

£990.00 + vat

Strong and silent producing half the noise of a
normal blender - up to 150 blends per day. Sound
reduction technology and 30 pre-programmed
cycles. 1825 watt motor. 2 jugs and lids.
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Takeaway Range

Rustic

Exclusive

8oz Kraft Ripple Cups			
8oz White Sip Through Lids		

1 x 500
1 x 500

£31.40 + vat
£9.70 + vat

12oz Kraft Ripple Cups			

1 x 500

£37.50 + vat

16oz Kraft Ripple Cups			

1 x 500

£53.25 + vat

12-16oz White Sip Through Lids

1 x 500

£11.25 + vat

4oz Exclusive Brown Ripple Cups
4oz Exclusive Black Sip Through Lids

1 x 500
1 x 500

£23.05 + vat
£7.90 + vat

8oz Exclusive Brown Ripple Cups
8oz Exclusive Black Sip Through Lids

1 x 500
1 x 500

£34.60 + vat
£9.70 + vat

12oz Exclusive Brown Ripple Cups
16oz Exclusive Brown Ripple Cups
12-16oz Exclusive Black Sip Through Lids

1 x 500
1 x 500
1 x 1000

£42.30 + vat
£47.00 + vat
£23.90 + vat

CUSTOMER FAVOURITE

Made with sustainably sourced materials. Fully compostable.
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8oz Vegware Double Walled Cups
8oz Vegware White Sip Through Lids

1 x 500
1 x 1000

£39.30 + vat

12oz Vegware Double Walled Cups

1 x 500

£41.40 + vat

16oz Vegware Double Walled Cups

1 x 400

£42.85 + vat

12-16oz Vegware White Sip Through Lids

1 x 1000

£38.85 + vat

£36.80 + vat

Other
4oz White Espresso Cups

1 x 1000

£29.40 + vat

12oz Brown Coffee Cup Sleeves
12oz White Coffee Cup Sleeves
4 Cup Holders

1 x 2000
1 x 1000
1 x 210

£36.90 + vat
£18.11 + vat
£19.60 + vat

Wooden Stirrers 7.5”

1 x 1000

£5.95 + vat

24cm 2-ply Unbleached Napkins

1 x 4000

£44.25 + vat

Kraft
Kraft
Kraft
Kraft
Kraft

1
1
1
1
1

£54.00 + vat
£64.95 + vat
£5.10 + vat
£8.25 + vat
£16.40 + vat

Hot Food Box 1300ml
Board Wedge Sandwich Box
Brown Strung Bag 7” x 7”
Brown Strung Bag 12” x 12”
Brown Paper Bag with Handle

x
x
x
x
x

300
500
1000
500
250
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Crockery and Glassware

Latte Glasses

Grande Range

2oz Shot Glasses

1 x 12 £17.40 + vat

8oz/240ml Taz/Ceylon Latte Glasses

1x6

3oz Grande Espresso Cups

1x6

£7.70 + vat

12cm Grande Saucers to fit espresso cups 1 x 6

£6.20 + vat

12oz Grande Latte Mugs

1x6

£14.85 + vat

16oz Grande Latte Mugs

1x6

£17.40 + vat

16cm Grande Saucers for mugs and cups

1 x 6 £7.55 + vat

9oz Grande Cappuccino Cups

1x6

£10.95 + vat

12oz Grande Cappuccino Cups

1x6

£12.75 + vat

Off Centred Saucers for Cappuccino Cups 1 x 6 £9.65 + vat

Available in various colours.

9oz/250ml Elba Latte Glasses

1x6

12oz/340ml Conic Latte Glasses

1 x 12 £31.40 + vat

7.75oz Barista Latte Glasses

1x6

£15.25 + vat

12oz Barista Latte Glasses

1x6

£18.75 + vat

Reusable Cups
Do your bit and help the world. Together we can cut down the 7 million single use
coffee cups thrown away every year.

‘Keep It Green’ Double Walled Cup

1 x 13oz

£17.95 + vat

1 x 18oz

£19.95 + vat

Black Double Walled Cup

Lime Green Double Walled Cup
26

£18.10 + vat

£5.00 + vat

‘Keep it Green for Oxfordshire’ is a campaign that aims to tackle the current
wasteful single-use culture. It’s up to you how much you sell the cups for, we
recommend £7 a unit. All profits go to Wild Oxfordshire.

Teapots
Stump Teapot

£18.10 + vat

£5.00 + vat

£5.00 + vat
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Tampers & Tamping Stations

Barista Supplies
Jugs

Black Coffee Tamper			

Motta 0.35ltr Milk Frothing Jug

£19.60 + vat

Motta 0.50ltr Milk Frothing Jug

£20.90 + vat

Motta 0.75ltr Milk Frothing Jug

£23.50 + vat

£2.50 + vat

2 sided, 51mm & 57mm diameter

Aluminium Tamper		

£19.90 + vat

57mm diameter

Macap Aluminium Dynamometric Tamper

£63.10 + vat

57mm diameter

Motta 0.75ltr Teflon Milk Frothing Jug		
Available in white, red and orange. £23.75 + vat

Milk Tamping Mat					 £5.80 + vat
Corner Tamping Mat

			 £9.35 + vat

1ltr Belly Jug			

£15.10 + vat

1ltr Straight Sided Jug

£10.50 + vat

1.5ltr Straight Sided Jug

£13.60 + vat

Exclusive Tamping Station

£68.85 + vat

2ltr Straight Sided Jug

£16.35 + vat

Professional Tamping Station

£68.85 + vat

Black Beech Tamping Station		

£6.70 + vat

D:80mm x H:20mm

Up or Down Designs

Thermometers

Drip Coffee

Short 5”/130mm, 1” dual dial Thermometer with clip

£6.45 + vat

Plastic Filter Dripper		

£16.95 + vat

Filter Dripper Station			

£25.50 + vat

Drip Kettle

£21.25 + vat

Short 5”/130mm, 1.5” dual dial Thermometer with clip £9.95 + vat
Long 7”/178mm, 1.75” dual dial Thermometer with clip £12.00 + vat
Liquid Crystal Label Thermometer
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£8.00 + vat

		

20oz / 590ml
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Barista Gadgets & Gizmos

Knockboxes & Knockout Drawers
Basic Knockbox in Red, Grey or Black

£17.95 + vat

Black Microfibre Cloth				 £1.00 + vat
Shot Glasses					 £1.50 + vat

H:120mm x W:130mm x D:130mm

Small Spatula					 £3.45 + vat
Coffee’s Been Black Knockbox

£37.95 + vat

H:180mm x W:156mm x D:156mm

Large Spatula					 £4.50 + vat
Short Barista Apron				 £4.00 + vat

Stainless Steel Knockbox

£49.95 + vat

H:150mm x W:190mm x D:180mm

Cupping Spoon					 £5.00 + vat
Spoon Scale				

Under Grinder Knockout Drawer

£95.00 + vat

Latte Art 3-Piece Set				 £31.95 + vat
spoon/lance, knob/hook & spatula/spike

H:90mm x W:210mm x D:370mm

Espresso Spoon Set			
Exclusive Metal Knockbox

£23.55 + vat

£96.60 + vat

H:110mm x W:160mm x D:220mm

Compact Under Machine Knockout Drawer

£180.00 + vat

£8.70 + vat

Cappuccino Spoon Set 			 £9.50 + vat
Latte Macchiato Spoon Set
£10.40 + vat
		
Timer 						 £5.95 + vat

H:100mm x W:410mm x D:520mm

Under Machine Knockout Drawer
H:100mm x W:700mm x D:560mm
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£245.00 + vat

Stainless Steel Chocolate Duster		

£6.40 + vat

Maxi Chocolate Shaker			

£8.50 + vat

Coffee’s Been Black Mesh Chocolate Shaker

£9.00 + vat
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Barista Case

£172.00 + vat

Packed in a high quality aluminium flight case, this barista
kit comprises of a carefully selected range of essential items
suitable for a professional barista.
•

Milk Frothing Jug

•

Spoon Scale

•

Short Thermometer & Clip

•

Timer

•

57mm Aluminium Coffee
Tamper

•

Spatula

•

2 x Shot Glasses

•

Black Beech Tamping
Station

•

Stainless Steel Chocolate
Duster

•

Tamping Mat

•

Exclusive Group Head
Cleaning Brush

•

Short Barista Apron

•

Black Microfibre Cloth

•

Instruction Sheets

•

Blanking Disc

Cleaning Accessories
Rubber Blanking Disc

£1.50 + vat

Stainless Steel Blanking Disc

£2.50 + vat

Portafilter Brush

£2.65 + vat

Premium Group Head Cleaning Brush

£4.50 + vat

Black Grinder Brush

£5.95 + vat

Circular Group Cleaning Brush
56-58mm		

£9.25 + vat
		

Exclusive Group Cleaning Brush

£11.90 + vat

Aluminium Cleaning Station

£33.90 + vat

Fits 58mm tampers

Steam Brush
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£42.40 + vat
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Cleaning Products

To Clean a Bean to Cup Machine

BeanBags has been selling the Puly Caff range for years and highly
recommends it to all our customers for the best results when cleaning
commercial and domestic coffee machines.

Puly Milk		

Quick dissolving, Puly Caff products work faster and better than most
alternatives available in today’s market.

To Clean an Espresso Machine
BEST SELLER
Puly Caff Coffee Machine Cleaner Tub

Restores group heads, handles, tea & coffee pots and cups to
a brilliant sparkle. Suitable for all commercial and domestic
machines.

Puly Caff Coffee Machine Cleaner Sachets

1 x 10
£9.40 + vat

1 sachet covers 2-3 group heads. Restores group heads,
handles, tea & coffee pots and cups to a brilliant sparkle.

Premium Group Head Cleaning Brush

£4.50 + vat

This premium brush features specially designed fins which
direct the hot water that drips from the brush head, whilst
cleaning the group head, away from the user’s hand and arm.

Stainless Steel Blanking Disc 		

£2.50 + vat

Keeping the group heads on your espresso machine cleaned
on a daily basis is a necessity if you want to serve a good
standard of espresso. To purge a group head, at least once
a day, of stale coffee grounds and oils requires the use of a
blanking disc.
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Use to clean and sterilise Auto Milk Frothers
and Steam Wands. 1 litre bottle with measuring
cap. Suitable for all commercial Bean to Cup
machines such as Jura, Franke, Cafe Swiss, Rex
Royal, Black & White, Saeco and DeLonghi.

Puly Caff Cleaning Tablets
1 x 900g
£14.50 + vat

1 litre
£17.80 + vat

1 x 100
£14.25 + vat

Tub of 100 tablets for cleaning the brewer
unit on commercial and domestic bean to cup
coffee machines, including Jura, Saeco, Gaggia
and DeLonghi - tablet size 10mm.

Bean to Cup Decalcifying Tablets
1 x 24
£19.20 + vat
Descaling tablets for fully automatic commercial
coffee and espresso machines.

To Descale a Filter Machine
Renegite Descaler Sachets

15 x 50g
£11.60 + vat

Easy to use, this descaler quickly removes
limescale build-up. It slows water quality
degredation and helps prolong your machines
life. For use with all coffee machines, kettles and
water boilers.
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Marketing Support

Coffee Menus

Customer Labels for Retail Coffee Bags

We have professionally printed coffee menus to which you can add your own personal
touch on page two. It is empty for your use!

We can supply fully personalised coffee bag labels with your logo on them. A great idea
if you want to display your bags of beans, or they are stored within customer eyeline!
Send us your logo and we’ll be able to mock up a design just for you.

Front Cover		

Page 1

Page 2

Back Cover

Rack Cards
A great opportunity for you to tell customers about the coffee you sell, whilst providing
extra marketing material. Include your WiFi code, events, ethics or weekly promotions.

Loyalty Cards
Give your customers even more reason to keep coming back with our customised loyalty
cards. We can offer our generic design (below) or specially design one for your venue.

Front

Back Option 1

Back Option 2

Prices start at £35.00 + vat for 250 cards.
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Outdoor Display Signs

Product Info & POS

Our branded pavement board is a perfect
marketing tool to help persuade your customers to
come inside. Use it to advertise special offers and
promotions.

Liven up your counter top with a display
box or stand and show that you are proud
to sell the brands you do!

Chalk write on your menu, special offers or maybe
something funny to grab the attention of those
walking past and draw them in.		

Laminated product information sheets
are available for many of our brands on
request. Plus specific branded POS such
as: tent cards, branded glassware, bar
mats and posters.
Coffee description sheets can also
be provided to give your interested
customers more information about the
specific coffee you sell - for instance,
where it is grown and how it is roasted.

One Off Event Signage
We also have BeanBags branded
banners and flags, perfect for
a one-off event where you’re
selling our products and need
help with your signage.
If you do lots of events,
customised banners and flags
are also available.

Recipe Cards
We can supply recipe cards to offer ideas for seasonal specials.

Thame Food Festival

k Recipes

Farm & Deli Show
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Branded Takeaway Cups
We can offer quality branded takeaway
cups with our logo or yours on them. With a
variety of cup styles, colours and quantities
available, why not let your brand travel!
We also offer printed coffee cup sleeves.
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Google
Check out our reviews and see what other people think
of our service! Leave us a review too if you’d like.
‘Absolutely fabulous coffee, we use the filter coffee and get through bucket loads, it’s just
so good!’
‘We’ve used Beanbags for our beans and other bits for years now. Always good quality
and a team that go out of their way to help.’

Social Media
Facebook.com/ BeanBagsCoffeeCompany
Twitter.com/ BeanBagsCoffee

Espresso Machines & Grinders

Instagram.com/ BeanBagsCoffeeCompany
Follow us on all our socials and we might follow you back!
Do you have an event coming up and need a little boost to get the word out? Let us know
and we will help you promote it! Tag us and we will share it when we can.

Website Resources
Check out our website resources page for the latest news,
guides and articles on barista hints and tips, information
on coffee origins, tasting notes and drinks recipes. Plus
advice on how to properly care for your machine.
www.beanbagscoffee.co.uk/resources
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BeanBags offers a variety of payment options. Whether it be monthly rental, loan
or outright purchase, we are there to assist you.
We treat every customer individually as we appreciate that everyone’s
circumstances are different. We will always aim to offer the best advice
accompanied by affordable quotes to suit your specific needs!

The Full Package
We stock a wide range of espresso equipment available individually or as
part of a package, depending on your requirements.
The following items are available to be included in a package to suit you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deluxe grinder
Stainless steel knockout drawer
Cappuccino cups & saucers
Espresso cups & saucers
Latte mugs or glasses
Frothing jug
Thermometer
Cleaning brush
Blanking disc

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Puly Caff machine cleaning powder
CTU water filter
Coffee beans
Chocolate sprinkles
Cleaning instructions & menus
12 month on-site warranty
Delivery & installation of the
machine
• Barista training for you & your staff

Customisable
Panels

Soft Pre-infusion
Heads

Group Flushing

Plug in and Go
Power

2x Anti-suction
Steam Wands

Side panels can be
customised to suit any
need or environment.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

Keep each group clean
and ready to go between
brews with just the push
of a button.

Can take power straight
from a mains socket
with a normal UK
three-pin plug.

Straight flow wands
ensure minimal steam
restriction for effective
frothing.

This high-performance range of Eclipse espresso machines are ready to be personalised - it’s a machine
you’ll truly be proud to show off. Features also include a hot water tap. It produces up to around 80 drinks
a day.
Number of Groups

2 Group Compact
with High Groups

For professional advice or to discuss a bespoke machine package that will
suit your needs, please contact our sales team 01844 339 828
or email us at info@beanbagscoffee.co.uk
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Dimensions
Boiler Size

H520 x W490 x D585mm
6 ltr

Power Consumption

2.8 kw

Weight

47 kg
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Customisable
Panels

Soft Pre-infusion
Heads

Group Flushing

PID Thermostat

Electronic Display

Customisable
Panels

Group Flushing

PID Thermostat

Electronic Display

Big Boiler

Side panels can be
customised to suit any
need or environment.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

Keep each group clean
and ready to go between
brews with just the push
of a button.

A sensor provides gentle
and stable temperature
management accurate
to within 1°C.

For easy monitoring of
the water temperature,
time and coffee dosage.

Side panels can be
customised to suit any
need or environment.

Keep each group clean
and ready to go between
brews with just the push
of a button.

A sensor provides gentle
and stable temperature
management accurate
to within 1°C.

For easy monitoring of
the water temperature,
time and coffee dosage.

Ensures no delays in
drawing hot water. For
more demanding sites.

This high-performance range of Eclipse espresso machines are ready to be personalised - it’s a machine
you’ll truly be proud to show off. Features also include two anti-suction steam wands and a hot water tap.
It produces up to around 200 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

2 Group

This high-performance range of Eclipse espresso machines are ready to be personalised - it’s a machine
you’ll truly be proud to show off. Features also include two anti-suction steam wands, hot water tap and
soft pre-infusion heads. It produces up to around 350 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size
Power Consumption
Weight
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H520 x W705 x D585mm
11.5 ltr
3.25 kw
67 kg

3 Group
with High Groups

with High Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size
Power Consumption
Weight

H520 x W985 x D585mm
17.5 ltr
4.0 / 6.2 kw or 3 phase
95 kg
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Elegance

Elegance

with Integral Grinder

with Integral Grinder

Group Auto
Cleaning

Built in Tamper

Adjustable Dosing
Device

Overheat/Lack of
Water Indicator

High Group/Take
Away

Group Auto
Cleaning

Built in Tamper

Adjustable Dosing
Device

Overheat/Lack of
Water Indicator

2x Stainless Steel
Steam Wands

Auto cleaning means the
group head and shower
always stay clean and
ready for the next brew.

A built in tamper
increases convenience
and reduces clutter.
Great for smaller venues.

Grinder can dispense a
pre chosen amount of
coffee into the group
handle (from 5 to 12g).

Alerts the user when
there is an issue with
the water level or
temperature.

Enough space
underneath the group
heads for big and small
cups keeps it versatile.

Auto cleaning means the
group head and shower
always stay clean and
ready for the next brew.

A built in tamper
increases convenience
and reduces clutter.
Great for smaller venues.

Grinder can dispense a
pre chosen amount of
coffee into the group
handle (from 5 to 12g).

Alerts the user when
there is an issue with
the water level or
temperature.

From basic milk frothing
to professional barista
latte art, they produce
results.

The aptly named Elegance combines ease of use, with modern functionality and features: stainless steel
steam wand, hot water tap and 1300rpm motored grinder with 60mm blades. Perfect for venues who are
limited on counter space, it produces up to around 80 drinks a day. Mains powered.
Number of Groups

1 Group

The aptly named Elegance combines ease of use, with modern functionality and features: hot water tap,
high volume hopper and 1300rpm motored grinder with 60mm blades. Perfect for venues who are limited
on counter space, it produces up to around 200 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size
Power Consumption
Weight
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H630 x W470 x D610mm
6 ltr
3.1 kw
40.5 kg

2 Group
with High Groups

with High Groups

Dimensions

H670 x W710 x D600mm

Boiler Size

11.5 ltr

Power Consumption

3.6 kw

Weight

53.5 kg
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Available in Black, Orange, Red or White.

Available in Black, Orange, Red or White.

Choice of Colours

Programmable
Pre-infusions

2x Ergonomic
Group Handles

Plug in and Go
Power

Hot Water Tap

Choice of Colours

Programmable
Pre-infusions

3x Ergonomic
Group Handles

Plug in and Go
Power

Manual Group
Overrides

Choose a colour that
blends in with your space
or go for something bold
and make a statement.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

One single and one
double. Weight-balanced
and comfortable to use.

Can take power straight
from a mains socket
with a normal UK
three-pin plug.

Gives the flexibility of
making other hot drinks
such as tea, all with one
machine.

Choose a colour that
blends in with your space
or go for something bold
and make a statement.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

One single and two
double. Weight-balanced
and comfortable to use.

Can take power straight
from a mains socket
with a normal UK
three-pin plug.

Take full control over
every cup with the push
of a button.

Manufactured in Italy to the highest of standards, barista champion David Makin aims to marry the latest
technology with sharp colours and aesthetics. Features also include a stainless steel steam wand and
manual group overrides. It produces up to around 40 or 70 drinks a day (boiler size dependent).
Number of Groups

1 Group

Manufactured in Italy to the highest of standards, barista champion David Makin aims to marry the latest
technology with sharp colours and aesthetics. Features also include two stainless steel steam wands and
a hot water tap. It produces up to around 120 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size
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H557 x W468 x D593mm
4 or 7 ltrs

2 Group Compact
with High Groups

with High Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size

H557 x W680 x D593mm
8 ltr

Power Consumption

2 kw or 2.6 kw

Power Consumption

2.6 kw

Weight

35 kg or 40 kg

Weight

52 kg
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Available in Black, Orange, Red or White.

Available in Black, Orange, Red or White.

Choice of Colours

Programmable
Pre-infusions

3x Ergonomic
Group Handles

Manual Group
Overrides

Electronic Display

Choice of Colours

Programmable
Pre-infusions

Manual Group
Overrides

Electronic Display

Huge Boiler

Choose a colour that
blends in with your space
or go for something bold
and make a statement.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

One single and two
double. Weight-balanced
and comfortable to use.

Take full control over
every cup with the push
of a button.

For easy monitoring of
the water temperature,
time and coffee dosage.

Choose a colour that
blends in with your space
or go for something bold
and make a statement.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

Take full control over
every cup with the push
of a button.

For easy monitoring of
the water temperature,
time and coffee dosage.

Ensures no delays in
drawing hot water. For
more demanding sites.

Manufactured in Italy to the highest of standards, barista champion David Makin aims to marry the latest
technology with sharp colours and aesthetics. Features also include two stainless steel steam wands, hot
water tap and a PID thermostat. It produces up to around 250 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

2 Group

Manufactured in Italy to the highest of standards, barista champion David Makin aims to marry the latest
technology with sharp colours and aesthetics. Features also include two stainless steel steam wands, four
ergonomic group handles, hot water tap and a PID thermostat. It produces up to around 400 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

with High Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size
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H557 x W802 x D593mm
14 ltr

3 Group
with High Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size

H557 x W971 x D593mm
21 ltr

Power Consumption

3.5 kw

Power Consumption

5.2 kw

Weight

70 kg

Weight

85 kg
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Synchro Optional Extras

Office Leva with Twin Boiler

Automatic Temperature Milk Steam, Steam Pipe & Cappuccinatore
Not available on compact models.
When frothing milk the automatic temperature valve shuts off the steamer when the milk
reaches a desired temperature, thus delivering consistency to your froth.

Over Machine Electric Cup Warmer
When poured into a cold cup, the temperature of a coffee decreases rapidly. The electric
cup warmer ensures that your customers’ coffees are not going cold too quickly.

Illuminated Front Panel
For 2 group machines.
Draws even more attention to the machine. Also good for areas of low lighting.

Independent Temperature Control/TCI
For 2 group or 3 group machines.
The electronic temperature control device controls the water temperature of each
separate boiler for each group. Each group has its own ‘personal’ boiler allowing different
water temperatures to be dispensed out of each group head. It also has a separate
steam boiler.

Adjustable
Temperature

Separate Hot
Water Tap

Plug in and Go
Power

PID Thermostat

Two Pressure
Gauges

Each boiler can be
visually programmed
and adjusted with the
display.

Gives the flexibility of
making other hot drinks
such as tea, all with one
machine.

Can take power straight
from a mains socket
with a normal UK
three-pin plug.

A sensor provides gentle
and stable temperature
management accurate
to within 1°C.

One for monitoring
steamer pressure and
one for pump pressure.

This compact machine features a dual insulated boiler system: one for steam and hot water whilst the
other keeps the water temperature perfect for the extraction of coffee. With a warm up time of just five
minutes and an insulated steam wand for frothing milk, it produces up to around 30 drinks a day.
Number of Groups
Dimensions
Boiler Size
Power Consumption

Machine personalisation also available on request. Minimum quantities apply.
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1 Group
with High Groups

Weight

H260 x W430 x D460mm
2 x 1.5 ltr
2 kw
28.5 kg
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Available in White/Black, White/Blue or Red/Black.

Available in White/Black, White/Blue or Red/Black.

Sidelights and
Downlighter

Power Saving Mode

3x Ergonomic
Group Handles

2x Stainless Steel
Steam Wands

Plug in and Go
Power

Sidelights and
Downlighter

Power Saving Mode

Sprung Loaded
Steam Levers

Programmable
Pre-infusions

Electronic Display

Dramatic and striking,
these lights make a
statement.

Ensures low power
consumption when
machine is not in use.

One single and two
double. Weight-balanced
and comfortable to use.

From basic milk frothing
to professional barista
latte art, they produce
results.

Can take power straight
from a mains socket
with a normal UK
three-pin plug.

Dramatic and striking,
these lights make a
statement.

Ensures low power
consumption when
machine is not in use.

A quick and easy press
and release system for
ultimate control of each
steam wand.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

For easy monitoring of
the water temperature,
time and coffee dosage.

The T2 takes the Synchro up a notch. Each redesigned component has purpose and the build materials
remain top quality. Features also include sprung loaded steam levers, a hot water tap, PID thermostat and
the programmable pre-infusions setting. It produces up to around 120 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

2 Group Compact

The T2 takes the Synchro up a notch. Each redesigned component has purpose and the build materials
remain top quality. Features also include two stainless steel steam wands, three ergonomic group handles,
hot water tap and a PID thermostat. It produces up to around 250 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size
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H585 x W685 x D610mm
8 ltr

2 Group
with High Groups

with High Groups

Dimensions
Boiler Size

Power Consumption

2.6 kw

Power Consumption

Weight

52 kg

Weight

H585 x W807 x D610mm
14 ltr
3.5 kw
70 kg
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Available in White/Black, White/Blue or Red/Black.

Synchro T2 Optional Extras
Automatic Temperature Milk Steam, Steam Pipe & Cappuccinatore
Not available on compact models.
When frothing milk the automatic temperature valve shuts off the steamer when the milk
reaches a desired temperature, thus delivering consistency to your froth.

Over Machine Electric Cup Warmer
When poured into a cold cup the temperature of a coffee decreases rapidly. The electric
cup warmer ensures that your customers’ coffees are not going cold too quickly.

Independent Temperature Control/TCI
For 2 group or 3 group machines.
The electronic temperature control device controls the water temperature of each
separate boiler for each group. Each group has its own ‘personal’ boiler allowing different
water temperatures to be dispensed out of each group head. It also has a separate
steam boiler.
Sidelights and
Downlighter

Power Saving Mode

Sprung Loaded
Steam Levers

Programmable
Pre-infusions

Huge Boiler

Dramatic and striking,
these lights make a
statement.

Ensures low power
consumption when
machine is not in use.

A quick and easy press
and release system for
ultimate control of each
steam wand.

Allow coffee to develop
its flavour naturally and
completely saturate
every dose.

Ensures no delays in
drawing hot water. For
more demanding sites.

The T2 takes the Synchro up a notch. Each redesigned component has purpose and the build materials
remain top quality. Features also include an electronic display, two stainless steel steam wands, four
ergonomic group handles, hot water tap and PID thermostat. It produces up to around 400 drinks a day.
Number of Groups

3 Group
with High Groups

Dimensions
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H585 x W976 x D610mm

Boiler Size

21 ltr

Power Consumption

5.2 kw

Weight

85 kg

Pod Adaptor
An adaptor for the group head to enable individually pre-packed coffee pods to be used.

Turbo Steamer
The Turbo Steamer forces air into the milk whilst heating for a supreme frothing action.

Hot Water Mixer Facility
This feature allows a variable amount of cold water to be mixed with the hot to reduce
splattering.

Machine personalisation also available on request. Minimum quantities apply.
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Fiorenzato F64 Evo

Macap MXD

Digital On Demand Grinder

Chrome Digital On Demand Grinder

Offers a smooth, super fast grind, for demanding operating conditions.
The aesthetics ooze Italian class and will pack a punch on any counter top.

Suitable for higher volume sites with beans being ground as required for
the freshest coffee possible. Featuring three programmable doses: single,
double or continuous.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sharp Digital LCD touch screen display
Stepless grinding adjustment
Sequential dosing counter
64mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in humidity indicator and cooling fan
Blade lifespan of 400kg (approx 40000 cups)
Group handle fork and grind tray
On-demand coffee dose delivery
Low noise output
Available in White, Pearl White, Black, Matt Black, Red & Grey

Dimensions
Hopper Capacity

H615 x W230 x D270mm
1.5 kg

Power Consumption
Weight

350 w
13 kg

Dimensions

H600 x W230 x D370mm

Hopper Capacity

1.4 kg

Power Consumption

340 w

Weight

11.5 kg

Macap MXA

Fiorenzato F64 Evo XGi

Chrome Automatic Grinder

All the benefits of the F64 Evo plus an innovative patented dispensing
system. The desired coffee quantity is calculated in grams, so set only
once! This guarantees precise and equal doses every time, avoiding waste.

A heavy duty machine which grinds ahead of itself so the coffee chamber
is always stocked up and ready. Good for busy sites.

Sharp Digital LCD touch screen display
Stepless grinding adjustment
Sequential dosing counter
64mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in humidity indicator and cooling fan
Blade lifespan of 400kg (approx 40000 cups)
Group handle fork and grind tray
On-demand coffee dose delivery
Low noise output

Dimensions
Hopper Capacity

H645 x W230 x D285mm
1.5 kg

Power Consumption
Weight

350 w
18 kg

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*Shown with Telescopic Tamper

Digital On Demand Grinder

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Digital display
Stepless grinding adjustment
Sequential dosing counter
75mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 450kg (approx 45000 cups)
On-demand coffee dose delivery
Grind tray
Available with or without built-in 57mm Coffee Tamper

Auto Stop Operated Coffee Grinder
Incremental grinding adjustment
Sequential dosing counter
Adjustable doser device from 5.5g to 8.5g
Built-in 57mm tamper
65mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 350kg (approx 35000 cups)
Group handle fork and grind tray
Also available with Telescopic Tamper

Dimensions
Hopper Capacity

H600 x W230 x D370mm
1.4 kg

Power Consumption
Weight

340 w
13 kg
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Macap MXT

Macap M42

Chrome Timer Grinder (Incremental or Stepless)

Chrome Plus Grinder

A heavyweight grinder offering flexibility for the discerning barista.
Once switched on, the timer will grind for as long as chosen, so you can
concentrate on your customers and return to fresh ground coffee.

Featuring new body styling and a chrome finish, this entry level
grinder sits perfectly with a compact espresso machine at a lower
volume site.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stepless or Incremental grinding adjustment
Sequential dosing counter
Adjustable doser device from 5.5g to 8.5g
Built-in 57mm tamper
65mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 350kg (approx 35000 cups)
Group handle fork
Grind tray

Dimensions

H600 x W230 x D370mm

Hopper Capacity

1.4 kg

Power Consumption
Weight

340 w
13 kg

Large 1kg hopper
Incremental grinding adjustment
Adjustable doser device from 5.5g to 8.5g
Built-in 57mm tamper
58mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 250kg (approx 25000 cups)
Group handle fork
Grind tray

Dimensions

H505 x W194 x D308mm

Hopper Capacity

1 kg

Power Consumption

250 w

Weight

8.5 kg

Macap M42D

Macap M42T

Chrome Digital On-Demand Plus Grinder

Black Timer Plus Grinder

Suitable for lower volume sites with beans being ground as required for
the freshest coffee possible. Features three programmable on-demand
doses.

Perfectly suited for compact machines. Once switched on, the
timer will grind for as long as chosen, so you can concentrate on
your customers and return to fresh ground coffee.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large 1kg hopper
Digital display
Incremental grinding adjustment
Sequential dosing counter
58mm grinder blades
1400rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 250kg (approx 25000 cups)
On-demand coffee dose delivery
Grind tray

Dimensions
Hopper Capacity
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H505 x W194 x D308mm
1 kg

Large 1kg hopper
Incremental grinding adjustment
Adjustable doser device from 5.5g to 8.5g
Built-in 57mm tamper
58mm grinding blades
1400rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 250kg (approx 25000 cups)
Group handle fork
Grind tray

Power Consumption

250 w

Dimensions

Weight

7.5 kg

Hopper Capacity

H505 x W194 x D308mm
1 kg

Power Consumption

250 w

Weight

8.5 kg
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Marfil

Jura WE8

Manual Grinder

Bean to Cup Coffee Machine (Fresh Milk)

This robust and resilient grinder has been designed for use in busy
environments; combining great value for money with sturdy build materials.
Thanks to its large bean hopper it can always be full and ready to go.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manually Stop Operated Coffee Grinder
Large 2kg hopper
Incremental grinding adjustment
Adjustable doser device from 5 to 12g
Built-in 57mm tamper
60mm Diameter Grinder Blades
1300rpm motor with built-in thermal protection
Blade lifespan of 500kg (approx 50000 cups)
Group handle fork
Grind tray

Dimensions
Hopper Capacity

H600 x W210 x D380mm
2 kg

Power Consumption

Stylish design
‘One Touch’ function
User friendly colour display
Inbuilt grinder with 500g hopper
Fully programmable
Height adjustable dispense
Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programs
Monitored drip tray

Using espresso coffee beans (or ground) and fresh milk this
powerful, innovative and efficient machine offers piping hot
drinks consistently every time.
This is a hand fill coffee machine, powered by a 13 amp socket,
and is the ideal solution for locations where up to 30 coffees
may be served per day.
356 w

Weight

9 kg

Number of Programmed Products
Dimensions

Hot Water Boiler

Water Tank Size

Try using a hot water boiler for your hot water instead of drawing from
your espresso machine. If a large output of hot water is needed it can
lower the temperature of your espresso machine, affecting the quality
and consistency of your coffee.
•
•
•
•

Automatic or Manual Water Filling
Digital display for temperature readout.
Throughput of 18 litres per hour.
Adjustable temperature to suit any type of beverage being served.

12

1 Ristretto, 2 Ristretti, 1 Espresso, 2 Espressi, 1 Coffee, 2 Coffees, 1 Cappuccino,
1 Latte Macchiato, 1 Flat White, 1 Portion of Milk, Hot Water, Ground Coffee

Power Consumption
Weight

H419 x W295 x D444mm
3 ltr
1.45 kw
10 kg

You’ll also need:

Jura Cool Control Milk Chiller
Designed for efficiency and style, the 1 litre Jura Cool Control Chiller provides a
compact, front of house solution for milk storage. Plus it is simple to use and clean.

Supplied with 1.5 metre connection hose and removable drip tray.

Filter Machines
Dimensions
Tank Capacity
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H500 x W225 x D410mm
7.5 ltr

Power Consumption
Weight

2.2 kw
11 kg

For regular filter coffee customers, we can provide filter machines and jugs on free loan. You can find our
full range of Filter Coffees on page 9.
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Machine Service Levels and Rates*
Hygiene Service
•
•
•
•

Replacement of group showers and seals
Backflush and clean with Puly Caff
Thorough clean with brush
Grinder check

from £55.00 + vat

Pressure Test
•
•

Safety Valve (if required)
Pressure Test Certificate

from £110.00 + vat

Loan of Service Machine
Once a loan machine has been installed a contract
has been entered into and a minimum charge of
£80.00 + vat will be payable regardless of whether
we are able to fully repair your equipment.

Front End Service
Same as Hygiene Service plus:
• Thorough clean of group heads
• Strip steam valve and replace pad seals
• Replace steam seals
• Replace scorch sleeves

Install

from £180.00 + vat

£18.00 + vat per 30 minutes thereafter

from £150.00 plus additional parts + vat

Call-out Charges
£85.00 + vat including first 30 minutes

Full Service
Same as Front End Service plus:
• Removal of espresso machine and loan machine
for duration
• Complete strip down, remove boiler and all pipe
work, acid soak to de-scale
• Inspection of all parts
• Reassembly of machine, 3 day bench test and
reinstall to site
from £380.00 + vat
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*The Small Print
• A minimum charge of £50.00 + vat may be payable
for non contract call-out/assessment regardless of
whether we are able to fully repair your equipment.
• For non-contract call-outs, if over 35 miles from our
premises in Worminghall then a mileage charge will
be added at £1.00 per mile thereafter.
• Discounts are given on labour to customers who
regularly purchase coffee from Beanbags.
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Annual Maintenance Contracts**

CTU Water Filters

Standard

We recommend using a calcium treatment unit (CTU)
to protect equipment against scale build-up, which will
cause costly repair bills, and to ensure the machine runs
correctly at all times. 90% of failures are caused by scale
build-up when no water filtration is in use.

•
•

Front End Service
•
Pressure Test Certificate

Complimentary 10 Sachets of Puly
Caff (1 sachet for 2-3 group heads)

£230.00 + vat
We can supply two different size CTUs:

Intermediate
•
•

4 Call-outs
Front End Service

•
•

Pressure Test Certificate
Complimentary tub of Puly Caff

£395.00 + vat

Premium
•
•

Unlimited Call-outs
2 Front End Services

•
•

Pressure Test Certificate
Complimentary cleaning package

£475.00 + vat

**The Small Print
• Contract prices are based on 2 group models and include all service
parts. Additional parts are extra.
• Call-outs are on a Monday-Friday basis and can usually be attended
within 24 hours if within 25 miles.
• Contract exclusions include misuse, operator error and lack of cleaning/
maintenance.
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CTU5
(Height 380mm x Diameter 170mm)
CTU5 recharge/exchange		

£84.00 + vat

CTU5 supplied and fitted		

£147.00 + vat

CTU10
(Height 490mm x Diameter 222mm)
CTU10 recharge/exchange

£120.75 + vat

CTU10 supplied and fitted

£236.25 + vat

We really can’t over emphasise how important it is
to fit a water filter and keep it scale free.
Problems caused by scale can be very expensive to fix.
Not having a water filter fitted or recharged when due, will
invalidate any machine warranty or maintenance contract.
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Site Survey for Espresso
Machine Installation
Carefully check the dimensions, not forgetting the
extra height needed to access/fill up the coffee grinder
(usually sitting on a knockout drawer). Plus space for
the CTU water filter, located between the machine and
water supply.

Eclipse
•
•
•

Overall depth: 585mm
Back of machine to front of front foot: 485mm
Back of back foot to front of front foot: 400mm

Elegance
•
•
•

Overall depth: 600mm
Back of machine to front of front foot: 460mm
Back of back foot to front of front foot: 410mm

Synchro
•
•
•

Overall depth: 593mm
Back of machine to front of front foot: 550mm
Back of back foot to front of front foot: 490mm

Synchro T2
• Overall depth: 610mm
• Back of machine to front of front foot: 560mm
• Back of back foot to front of front foot: 480mm
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Grinder
•
•

Height of up to: 615mm
Plus access height: 300mm

Under Grinder Knockout Drawer
•

Height of up to: 90mm

CTU Water Filter
•
•

CTU5 H:380mm x W:170mm
CTU10 H:490mm x W:222mm

• Work surface suitable for up to 100kg.
• Power supply within 1 metre of machine, check watts/
amps required and 1 socket for each appliance.
• Water supply within 1 metre of machine with washing
machine fittings (machine fittings 3/8” and CTU
water filter fittings 3/4”)
• Waste below machine. If not available a bucket for
waste to run into (ideally with a completely vertical
drop to allow water to run away freely). If possible,
a hole in the worksurface should be made and
located centrally under the espresso machine with
a diameter of 50mm.
It’s very important that the above are checked as we
may charge an aborted install fee if we are unable to
carry out the work.
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Our Customer Promise

Testimonials

• To supply to you the highest quality of coffees and
related products at competitive market prices.

“We’ve been with Beanbags since we opened and
frequently receive compliments for our coffee.
Excellent espresso and excellent service.”

• To offer a rapid response engineering service enabling
you to serve your customers at all times.

The Nut Tree

• To deliver orders and phone regularly if you so wish, so
that you do not run out of supplies.

“Beanbags have always been extremely reliable.
They are very prompt with delivery and their staff
are so friendly and helpful. We love the coffee too, it
makes a delicious Cappuccino! We are proud to use
Beanbags coffee at our venues.”

• To offer training to enable our products to be presented
correctly and in optimum condition.

The Lighthouse

• To introduce innovative products to our range on a
continuing basis and be aware of consumer market trends.

“We’ve been working with Beanbags Coffee since
2007 and our customers love our coffee, what else
do I need to say?”

• To advise you on how to promote coffee sales in your
business for maximum financial return.

The Art Cafe

• To inform you of market trends influencing consumer
sales within the beverage sector.

And Finally...

• Free recall to any machine previously repaired but
consequently defective, due to parts supplied, within one
month of original call-out.

We are located in the village of Worminghall on the
Buckinghamshire/Oxfordshire border. We have been
established for more than 17 years and specialise
in supplying the best quality coffee and service we
possibly can.

• To ensure your goods are delivered in the condition you
would expect them.
• To offer great tasting coffee and juices with great backup support.
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We deliver to Central Oxford every Tuesday and
Friday, to our local area weekly on Wednesdays
and Witney every Friday. If you do not fit into any of
those areas do not worry! We can also courier goods
to you for next day delivery.
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